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Featured Application: There are more and more sensor nodes in the Internet of Things. Because
of the lack of transmission bandwidth in the IoT environment, some sensors may not be able to
upload valid data in time in the case of large-scale sensors. Our proposed solution can be applied
to the edge network of large-scale nodes, transmitting more information under limited bandwidth,
and maintaining the protocol of identity management and access control more precisely through
blockchain technology.
Abstract: Edge computing provides a unified platform for computing, networking, and storage
resources, enabling data to be processed in a timely and efficient manner near the source. Thus,
it has become the basic platform for industrial Internet of things (IIoT). However, computing0 s
unique features have also introduced new security problems. To solve the problem, in this paper,
blockchain-based identity management combining access control mechanism is designed under edge
computing. The self-certified cryptography is utilized to realize the registration and authentication of
network entities. We bind the generated implicit certificate to its identity and construct the identity
and certificate management mechanism based on blockchain. Secondly, an access control mechanism
based on Bloom filter is designed and integrated with identity management. Moreover, for secure
communication in resource-constrained edge devices, a lightweight secret key agreement protocol
based on self-authenticated public key is constructed. These mechanisms work together to provide
data security guarantees for IIoT such as authentication, auditability, and confidentiality.
Keywords: edge computing; industrial internet of things; identity management; access control

1. Introduction
In recent years, the rapid development of the Internet of Things has promoted social and
economic development [1,2]. The United States Army published the Emerging Science and Technology
Trends: 2016–2045—A Synthesis of Leading Forecasts Report in 2016. The report concludes that more
than 100 billion devices, including mobile phones and wearable devices, medical devices, electrical
appliances, industrial sensors, surveillance cameras, cars, and clothing, will be connected to the Internet
Appl. Sci. 2019, 9, 2058; doi:10.3390/app9102058
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by 2045. These facilities fully automate the inspection, management, and maintenance of the original
labor force [3,4].
At present, a great deal of research work has applied the Internet of things technology to various
industrial control systems (ICS). Moreover, the industrial Internet of things (IIoT) has also been
considered to be the pillar of industry 4.0 [5], qnd it is the key to the improvement of intelligent
manufacturing. It integrates all kinds of sensors, controllers, special equipment, and advanced
information technology with the ability of perception and monitoring into all links of industrial
production process, collects data, and carries out the task of expanding the enterprise0 s capability [6–8].
Thus, it greatly improves the efficiency of production and the competitiveness of enterprises, helps to
promote the coordinated and harmonious development of people, society, and nature, and ultimately
upgrades the traditional industry to a new stage of intelligence.
Although cloud computing provides a computing platform for data processing of IIoT, the growth
of network bandwidth is far from meeting the demand for data growth [9–11]. At the same time,
the complicated network environment makes it difficult for the network delay to have a breakthrough
improvement [12–14]. To solve the problems, edge computing arises at the historic moment, and has
had extensive attention of researchers in the past two years [15,16]. The edge of the edge computing
refers to the computing and storage resources on the edge of the network, which is closer to the user
whether it is from the geographical distance or the network distance. Also, edge computing is a
technology that uses these resources to provide services for users at the edge of the network, enabling
applications to process data near the data source [17,18]. Thus, edge computing offers better support
for mobile computing and IIoT applications than cloud computing.
One of the critical requirements of edge computing for IIoT applications is security. First of
all, edge computing contains a large number of intelligent manufacturing terminals, which have
potential security problems. For example, 82% of Android devices have at least 1 of 25 security
vulnerabilities. Secondly, there are many kinds of networks connected by terminals under edge
computing, and the security of the networks is difficult to guarantee, making them more vulnerable to
attack [19]. According to statistics, 80% of routers use the default password. Moreover, some sensor
devices have very limited resources, which make many existing security technologies unable to be
used directly [20,21].
Blockchain technology successfully achieves consensus among distributed participants with
malicious nodes without the intervention of any trust intermediary. Because of its similar topology
to the Internet of things, blockchain technology has recently been applied in the internet of things to
provide security and privacy protection [22,23]. This paper will make use of blockchain technology
to build identity management and access control mechanism under edge computing to ensure data
security of IIoT.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the related works of intelligent
manufacturing and IIoT, and access control mechanism in IoT. In Section 3, we analyze the existing
problem of data security in IIoT. Section 4 constructs identity management and access control mechanism
based on blockchain under edge computing for IIoT. Finally, Section 5 draws conclusions of this paper.
2. Related Work
2.1. Intelligent Manufacturing and IIoT
Industrial internet of things is the main body of intelligent manufacturing system. The functions
related to manufacturing equipment, production line control, and scheduling in manufacturing
execution system are implemented through the Industrial Internet of Things [24]. The architecture
of intelligent manufacturing system is shown in Figure 1. Industrial internet of things promotes the
development of intelligent manufacturing, and the transformation and upgrading of industry [25,26].
The security of industrial internet of things is of great significance to the safety of intelligent
manufacturing system. IIoT is an important infrastructure of national lifeline industries, such as
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These definitions all emphasize that edge computing is a new model. Its core concept is that
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the distance of network devices is close. So, the unstable factors such as bandwidth, delay, and jitter
The authors in the literature [32] proposed a three-tier network architecture composed of an edge
can be easily controlled and improved due to the reduction of network size [31]. Second, the resources
network, edge network management center, and cloud server. The architecture of edge computing
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areedge
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edge network, edge network management center, and cloud server. The architecture of edge
computing, all calculations and the operations of storage are performed in the cloud computing data
computing is shown in Figure 2. The edge network management center is located between the cloud
center. The terminal only sends requests to the cloud and receives and displays the processing results.
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computing data center. The terminal only sends requests to the cloud and receives and displays the
processing results. For example, in a smart grid, the data collected by sensing devices are first
transmitted to the micro-grid for processing. After that, grid data are transmitted to small-scale
power stations or larger grids for further processing. Finally, the data are transferred to the cloud
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2.3. Access Control
2.3. Access Control
On the basis of the current research, the access control model in industrial internet of things can
On the basis of the current research, the access control model in industrial internet of things can
be divided into the following categories: Attribute-based access control (ABAC), role-based access
be divided into the following categories: Attribute-based access control (ABAC), role-based access
control (RBAC), and access control technology based on usage control (UCON), based on capabilities
control (RBAC), and access control technology based on usage control (UCON), based on capabilities
and fuzzy logic [33].
and fuzzy logic [33].
Based on the RBAC and ABAC models, integrating context-related information and entity
Based on the RBAC and ABAC models, integrating context-related information and entity
attributes, a variety of access control models based on RBAC or ABAC have emerged in IoT. The access
attributes, a variety of access control models based on RBAC or ABAC have emerged in IoT. The
control models combined some new features under IoT environment and improved the traditional
access control models combined some new features under IoT environment and improved the
access control models [34].
traditional access control models [34].
Based on UCON, many scholars have studied the access control model in the Internet of Things.
Based on UCON, many scholars have studied the access control model in the Internet of Things.
UCON adopts a series of restrictions to ensure the security of access control. The access control
UCON adopts a series of restrictions to ensure the security of access control. The access control
architecture is based on a service-oriented architecture and includes the following components:
architecture is based on a service-oriented architecture and includes the following components:
Devices, services, trust management centers, and usage control access control models. The usage
Devices, services, trust management centers, and usage control access control models. The usage
decision of the usage control model is determined by the attribute values of several factors
decision of the usage control model is determined by the attribute values of several factors such as
such as device, service, condition, responsibility, and authorization. To ensure the security of
device, service, condition, responsibility, and authorization. To ensure the security of the use control,
the use control, the usage control model introduces seven sub-models related to authorization,
the usage control model introduces seven sub-models related to authorization, seven responsibilityseven responsibility-related models, and two condition-related models. However, these are still
related models, and two condition-related models. However, these are still insecure in the IoT
insecure in the IoT environment [35]. And they lack accurate representation of authorization process
environment [35]. And they lack accurate representation of authorization process and precise
and precise definition under IoT environment.
definition under IoT environment.
There is also the problem that the current authorization framework such as RBAC and ABAC
There is also the problem that the current authorization framework such as RBAC and ABAC
cannot effectively provide an easily scalable and manageable access control mechanism to provide
cannot effectively provide an easily scalable and manageable access control mechanism to provide
dynamic scalability with many intelligent terminals and interactive services, which also cannot support
dynamic scalability with many intelligent terminals and interactive services, which also cannot
access control requirements of distributed IoT environments. Based on the principle of layering,
support access control requirements of distributed IoT environments. Based on the principle of
the resources and sensing layer can be hierarchically divided. Then, the corresponding access control
layering, the resources and sensing layer can be hierarchically divided. Then, the corresponding
scheme is designed according to the layering. Because traditional access control schemes cannot meet
access control scheme is designed according to the layering. Because traditional access control
the security, privacy, or customized consumption and data diversity requirements of the perception
schemes cannot meet the security, privacy, or customized consumption and data diversity
layer in IoT, authors in the literature [27] propose hierarchical access control schemes. In the schemes,
requirements of the perception layer in IoT, authors in the
literature [27] propose hierarchical access
the user only needs to simply calculate a part of the user0 s single key to access the corresponding level.
control schemes. In the schemes, the user only needs to simply calculate a part of the user′s single key
Recently, Lin et al. proposed an authentication and access control scheme for industrial 4.0
to access the corresponding level.
based on blockchain [36,37]. The schemes utilize attribute-based digital signature and a certificateless
Recently, Lin et al. proposed an authentication and access control scheme for industrial 4.0 based
multi-receivers encryption mechanism. However, the two cryptographic mechanisms require high
on blockchain [36,37]. The schemes utilize attribute-based digital signature and a certificateless multicomputational power. Aafaf et al. achieved the anonymity and security of IoT data by deploying
receivers encryption mechanism. However, the two cryptographic mechanisms require high
Fairaccess in UTXO to implement blockchain-based access control [38]. Maesa et al. released the
computational power. Aafaf et al. achieved the anonymity and security of IoT data by deploying
transfer of rights in the blockchain, the access control rights are passed through the blockchain
Fairaccess in UTXO to implement blockchain-based access control [38]. Maesa et al. released the
transaction, and the access resources can be easily passed [39]. However, their study only focuses on
transfer of rights in the blockchain, the access control rights are passed through the blockchain
transaction, and the access resources can be easily passed [39]. However, their study only focuses on
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The paper proposes a mechanism combining access control and identity management based on
blockchain technology under edge computing to adapt to the IIoT.
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Figure 3. Identity
Identity management
management and access control model under edge computing.

(1) Intelligent machines/edge network devices: Various types of industrial terminals are utilized
to monitor and control the manufacturing processing.
processing.
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(5) Cloud computing center: Used to support the cyber foraging service under edge computing.
(5) Cloud computing center: Used to support the cyber foraging service under edge computing.
The cyber foraging service is an important means to solve the shortage of computing resources of
The cyber foraging service is an important means to solve the shortage of computing resources of the
the manufacturing terminals and edge manufacturing networks. Through the cyber foraging service,
manufacturing terminals and edge manufacturing networks. Through the cyber foraging service, the
the heavy computing task can be transferred to the cloud computing center.
heavy computing task can be transferred to the cloud computing center.
4.2. System Setup and Operation
4.2. System Setup and Operation
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(1) Network establishment: Each industrial control edge networks and blockchain network
is constructed. The blockchain network is created by edge centers, which manages industrial
control edge networks. Each manufacturing terminal and edge center has a unique identity. Once the
blockchain network is established, edge centers will build access management and identity management
mechanisms for manufacturing terminals in the blockchain network.
Each industrial control edge network and manufacturing terminal can be connected to an adjacent
edge center, which is also a node in the blockchain network. The edge center is responsible for
building and managing data access policies and identity management information, which are stored in
the blockchain.
(2) Registration and authentication: The blockchain nodes need to know the address of the smart
contract before registering as a miner. After the information is obtained, it can send the transaction
to the feature registration manager. Thereafter, once the transaction is successfully accepted into the
blockchain, the cloud computing center will receive its registered address [41].
(3) Identity management: Edge centers can register manufacturing terminals under the control of
the cloud computing center. Manufacturing terminals can be registered on any nearby edge center
based on their own conditions. The identity management policy of each terminal is stored in the
blockchain. The terminals should be able to verify the identity before the access operation.
(4) Access policy definition: Manufacturing terminals define access control rules for their stored
resources. There are several ways to define their permissions. The article uses an attribute-based access
control mechanism to define a list of attributes for access rights and lists network devices that have
access to specific resources.
(5) Access policy modification: The access control rights of the resources can be changed.
The manufacturing terminal negotiates with the edge center to modify its access control policy.
If the edge center modifies the access policy of a terminal, it will be verified and modified in the
blockchain network.
(6) Modification of management rights: As mentioned earlier, manufacturing terminals must be
managed by edge centers. When an edge center needs to transfer management control to another
node, add, or remove other edge centers from the system, it needs to be implemented through
blockchain transactions.
One advantage of our approach is that transferring administrative control of IIoT devices is a
simple process, because all operations in the system are defined and implemented using blockchain
transactions, and the edge centers do not need to interact with everyone.
4.3. Registration and Authentication Based on Self-Certified Public Key
Under edge computing, a large number of manufacturing sensors and controlling devices have
low computing and communication capabilities and cannot perform large amounts of computation
and communication. Therefore, lightweight authentication mechanisms need to be used. Thus, we use
the self-certified public key-based system (SCKBS) to implement registration and authentication of
network nodes [42].
The SCKBS system is similar to the identity-based public key system (IBS). The public key itself has
an authentication function. Although it also depends on the key distribution center (KDC), the KDC
does not directly generate user private keys, but only generates partial private keys corresponding to
user identities. The user himself combines some private keys to obtain the private key.
The specific registration and certification process are as follows. Let E be the elliptic curve over
the finite field Fp of order q, P be a base point of the order of the prime number n in E(Fp), U and V be
the edge centers in the blockchain network, H be a Hash function that maps a finite binary string to an
integer set [2,n−2], KDF be a key derivation function, MAC be a message authentication code, and k
denote a bit string connection.
Edge center node authentication: Let (qCA ,QCA ), respectively, be the private key and public key
of the cloud computing center, qCA be a random integer, and there is an equation of QCA = qCA P.
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The process of describing edge center U in a blockchain network to obtain its implicit certificate is
as follows:
1. The node U randomly selects the integer gU ∈ [2, n − 2], calculates GU = gU P, and sends GU
and its identity IDU to the cloud computing center.
2. If both GU and IDU are valid, the cloud computing center randomly selects the integer
gCA ∈ [2, n − 2], calculating GCA = gCA P and BU = GU + GCA . The implicit certificate of node U is
ICU = (QCA , IDU , BU , tU ), where tU represents the expiration time of the certificate. CA calculates
eU = H (IDU ) and sU = gCA eU + qCA mod n, then sends (sU ,ICU ) to node U.
3. After node U receives (sU , ICU ), it computes eU = H (IDU ), qU = sU + gU eU mod n, and QU =
qU P. (qU ,QU ) is the long-term private key and public key of node U, then U verifies whether equation
QU = eU BU + QCA holds. If the above equation holds, then node U considers the implicit certificate
ICU to be correct.
As a result, each edge center can perform authentication registration and obtain its public and
private key pairs and corresponding implicit certificates. The implicit certificates of every node are
stored in blockchain, and they are managed by cloud computing centers or edge centers.
4.4. Certificate and Identity Management Based on Blockchain
In our system, each entity has an identity. Each identity corresponds to a unique implicit
certificate. The identity and certificate of entity in our system are one-to-one correspondence. Moreover,
the identity of entity is bound to its implicit certificate. In our system, the identity and certificate
are stored in blockchain network, and they are defined as merkle hash trees of blockchain, and their
integrity is regularly verified. They can only be stored on the appended form. Thus, it ensures that
identity and certificates will not be deleted or modified after being appended. The identity, certificate,
and the history of the published key of entity in the network will be archived publicly in the blockchain.
If a fraud certificate or fake key is issued, they will soon be detected. The edge centers collect certificate
information and verify certificate transactions of other entities in the blockchain. Each edge center
collects blocks from other edge centers, validate blocks, and attaches valid blocks to their local copies
to make the blockchain longer.
The timestamp service is an essential component in identity and certificate management.
When issuing and storing certificates and public keys, the corresponding timestamp is provided. The
nodes in the blockchain network retain local copies of identities and certificates. Before a secure session
among the manufacturing terminal, the edge center, and cloud computing center, the certificate of each
party will be verified according to the local copy of the blockchain. The certificates can be obtained
directly from the local blockchain.
Each network node must ensure that its certificate is valid. That is, its certificates need to be
updated regularly. When a network entity performs a dishonest act and is discovered, its certificate will
be revoked. The edge center initiates a transaction that revokes the certificate of a malicious network
entity and broadcasts the transaction. After validation by most nodes of blockchain, the transaction is
recorded in the blockchain. It also means that the malicious node is removed from the edge network
and its identity is invalid. When the unexpired certificate is revoked, the corresponding certificate
revocation list (CRL) file will be included in the transaction. The certificate revocation operation is also
recorded. Because the blockchain has the characteristics of anti-counterfeiting, non-tampering, and is
easy to use, intelligent contracts to realize, certify, and identity revocation have good transparency and
credibility. The storage of identities and certificates in the blockchain is shown in Figure 5.
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4.5. Lightweight Key Exchange Based on Self-Certified Public Key
Similar to identity-based key system, the scheme in SCKBS does not need a certificate to guarantee
Similar to identity-based key system, the scheme in SCKBS does not need a certificate to
the reliability of public key. Moreover, the public key itself has a self-authentication function. Although
guarantee the reliability of public key. Moreover, the public key itself has a self-authentication
the scheme of SCKBS also relies on key distribution center (KDC), KDC does not directly generate
function. Although the scheme of SCKBS also relies on key distribution center (KDC), KDC does not
the private key of network terminals. KDC only produces a part of the private key corresponding
directly generate the private key of network terminals. KDC only produces a part of the private key
to the terminals0 identity. The terminals get the actual private key, which effectively solves the key
corresponding to the terminals′ identity. The terminals get the actual private key, which effectively
escrow problem. In addition, SCKBS is based on elliptic curve cryptography, which can reduce
solves the key escrow problem. In addition, SCKBS is based on elliptic curve cryptography, which
computation and communication and improve execution efficiency. Therefore, it is particularly suitable
can reduce computation and communication and improve execution efficiency. Therefore, it is
for resource-constrained edge networks. The proposed scheme is as follows: H1 : {0, 1}∗ → Zq and
particularly
suitable for resource-constrained edge networks. The proposed scheme is as follows:
H : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}λ are two Hash functions. For each party Â, its two long-term private keys are
𝐻 2: {0,1}∗ → 𝑍 and 𝐻 : {0,1}∗ → {0,1} are two Hash functions. For each party 𝐴, its two long-term
a1 , a2 ∈ Zq , and the corresponding long-term public key is A1 = a1 P, A2 = a2 P. Let Â and B̂ be two
private keys are 𝑎 , 𝑎 ∈ 𝑍 , and the corresponding long-term public key is 𝐴 = 𝑎 𝑃, 𝐴 = 𝑎 𝑃. Let
participants in the agreement and each have two long-term public and private key pairs.
𝐴and 𝐵 be two participants in the agreement and each
have two long-term public and private key
x ∈{0, 1}λ , calculates x = H1 (e
(1) ÂÂ selects the short-term private key e
x, a1 , a2 ) and the transient
pairs.
public key X = xP, destroys x, and sends B̂, Â, X to B̂B̂.
 short-term

(1) 𝐴𝐴 selects the
private key 𝑥 ∈ {0,1} , calculates 𝑥 = 𝐻 (𝑥 , 𝑎 , 𝑎λ ) and the
e
(2) After
receiving
, B̂B̂ verifies
X. sends
B̂,𝑥𝑃,
Â, Xdestroys
B̂ selects
transient
public
key 𝑋 =
𝑥, and
(𝐵the
, 𝐴, short-term
𝑋) to 𝐵𝐵. private key y∈ {0, 1} , calculates

) and the(𝐵
Â, B̂,
X, Y𝑦 ∈to{0,1}
Â. B̂,
y=H
y, b1 , b2receiving
short-term
key𝑋.Y 𝐵
= selects
yP, destroys
y, and sends
(2)1 (e
After
, 𝐴, 𝑋), 𝐵𝐵public
verifies
the short-term
private
key


𝑏 X) ·and
𝑦𝑃,and
destroys
𝑦,2and
𝐵,Â,
𝑋, B̂
𝑌).
calculates Z𝑦1==𝐻( y(𝑦+, 𝑏b1,)(
A1 ),the
Z2 short-term
= ( y + b2 )(public
X · A2 )key
, Z3 𝑌==yX,
SK = H
Z1 , sends
Z2 , Z3 , (𝐴
X, ,Y,
touses
𝐴 SK
. as
𝐵 itscalculates
𝑍 = (𝑦 + 𝑏 )(𝑋 ⋅ 𝐴 ) , 𝑍 = (𝑦 + 𝑏 )(𝑋 ⋅ 𝐴 ) , 𝑍 = 𝑦𝑋 , and 𝑆𝐾 =
B̂
session key.


𝐻 (𝑍(3)
, 𝑍 After
, 𝑍 , 𝑋, 𝑌,
𝐴, 𝐵). 𝐵 uses
𝑆𝐾Yas, its
Â, B̂, X,
receiving
Â session
verifieskey.
Y. B̂ calculates Z1 = (x + a1 )(Y · B1 ), Z2 =
𝐴 verifies 𝑌 . 𝐵 calculates

(3)
After
receiving
(𝐴
,
𝐵
,
𝑋,
𝑌)
,
𝑎 )(𝑌 ⋅ key.
𝐵 ) , 𝑍 = (𝑥 +
(x + a2 )(Y · B2 ), Z3 = xY, and SK = H2 Z1 , Z2 , Z3 , X, Y, Â, B̂ . Â uses 𝑍SK=as(𝑥its+session
𝑎 )(𝑌 ⋅ 𝐵 ), 𝑍 = 𝑥𝑌, and 𝑆𝐾 = 𝐻 (𝑍 , 𝑍 , 𝑍 , 𝑋, 𝑌, 𝐴, 𝐵). 𝐴 uses 𝑆𝐾 as its session key.
Theorem 1. If H1 and H2 are random oracles, and ECDH is assumed to be true for group E(Fp), the proposed
Theorem
1. If model-safe.
𝐻 and 𝐻 are random oracles, and ECDH is assumed to be true for group E(Fp), the proposed
protocol
is eCK
protocol is eCK model-safe.
eCK Model Security.
eCK Model Security.

The eCK model is an important tool to analyze protocol. It consists of a set of protocol participants.
For the security parameter k, the advantage 𝐴𝑑𝑣 , (𝑘) of the PPT attacker m attack protocol 𝛴 is
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The eCK model is an important tool to analyze protocol. It consists of a set of protocol participants.
(k) of the PPT attacker m attack protocol Σ is
For the security parameter k, the advantage AdvAKE
M,Σ

(k) = SuccAKE
(k ) −
AdvAKE
M,Σ
M,Σ

1
2

(k) is the probability of the bit b̂ = b output by the attacker
, SuccAKE
M,Σ

(k) is negligible for any PPT
when making a test query on the fresh oracle. If the advantage AdvAKE
M,Σ
attacker M, then the protocol Σ is secure.
Proof. Let λ be the security parameter and M be the attacker of the protocol. If there is such an M to
win the indistinguishable game with a non-negligible probability, that is, after the Test query, the value
of b is correctly guessed. Let us illustrate how to construct a simulator S that uses M to solve the
ECDH problem
with a non-negligible advantage. (U, V ) is the ECDH challenge of S. Among that,
 
U, V ∈ E Fp , whose task is to compute ECDH == D.
I. Forgery attack:

 At a certain moment, M calculates Z1 ,Z2 ,Z3 , and does a query to H2 with pair
Z1 , Z2 , Z3 , X, Y, Â, B̂ .
II. Key duplication attack: Makes two mismatched sessions calculate the same session key value
and obtains this session key value by querying another session key value.
The input of the function is the script record of the session. Because it is a random language
machine, and each session has a different temporary private key, the probability that two non-matching
sessions have the same participants and the same transient public key can be ignored. Therefore, the
probability of successfully performing a key replication attack is negligible.
Below, we mainly analyze counterfeit attacks. We define three conditions that exist when
forging attacks:
Case 1: There is an honest entity B̂, that does the query H1 (e
y, b1 , b2 ) before doing a Static-Key
Reveal (B̂), query (Static-Key Reveal ( ) query is not required at this time).
Case 2: Case 1does not occur. The test session has a matching session.
Case 3: Case 1 does not occur. The test session does not have a match in session.
If Case 1, Case 2, or Case 3 occurs with a non-negligible probability, a counterfeit attack will
be successfully performed with non-negligible advantages. We will analyze these three situations
separately. 
sP
Case 1. In the n(λ) party, randomly select one party B̂ and set its long-term public key to B1 = V, B2 = rV
,
where s, r ∈ Zq . At this point, S does not know the long-term private key of B̂, and the remaining long-term
private key of n(λ) − 1 is randomly assigned. When M queries all parties except B̂, because S knows its long-term
private key, it can answer correctly. Below we will explain how to simulate B̂, as well as other oracles such as H1
and H2 queries.




(a) Simulation of (B̂). When the incoming message is B̂, Â or B̂, Â, X , select e
y ∈ {0, 1}λ y ∈ Zq ,


calculate Y = yP, generate a new session identifier and return a message: For 1 B̂, Â , the identifier is 1










B̂, Â, Y, X , return Â, B̂, Y , for B̂, Â, X , the identifier is B̂, Â, Y, X , return Â, B̂, X, Y . If the incoming




message is B̂, Â, Y, X , check if S has a session B̂, Â, Y, X . Terminate if there is no, otherwise the updated ID


is B̂, Â, Y, X .
P
(b) H1 (e
y, b1 , b2 ). S checks if it is b1 P = V or b2 P = s rV
. If yes, Ssolves the ECDH problem for b1 P = V,
P
ECDH (U, V ) = b1 U and b2 P = s rV , ECDH (U, V ) = (b2 − s)rU, respectively. All other cases return
normally (for new queries, a random value of Zq is returned, and a consistent value is returned for the query that
was done).
(c) Ephemeral-Key Reveal (sid): For the session sid, S return the short-term private key e
y.
(d) Static-Key Reveal (Â): If Â = B̂, S terminates. Otherwise, the two long-term private keys of Â returned
normally.
(e) Session-Key Reveal(sid):
 S return the session key SKsid as follows:


I. If sid is not owned by B̂, Z1 , Z2 , Z3 , X, Y, Â, B̂ and SKsid = H2 Z1 , Z2 , Z3 , X, Y, Â, B̂ can be calculated
by S.
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II. If the sid is owned by B̂, Scheck whether the previous session has been queried. If yes, the previous session
key SKsid is returned.


III. Otherwise, set sid = B̂, Â, Y, X , then SKsid = H2 (ECDH (Y · B1 , X · A1 ), ECDH (Y · B2 , X · A2 ),
Z3 , X, Y, Â, B̂) Due to the ECDH problem in the parameters, S cannot directly answer to avoid the attacker
Z
to distinguish between the simulated environment and the real environment. S calculate Z1 = ( y(X·A 1)·a B ) ,
Z2 =

Z2
,
( y(X·A2 )·a2 B2 )

1

1 1

by verifying if rZ1 Z2 = sX, determine whether Z1 , Z2 is generated correctly. If

correctly generated, if and only if Z1 , Z2 , Z1 = (x + a1 )(Y · B1 ), Z2 = (x + a2 )(Y · B2 ) is equivalent to
Z
 1 = xb1 P, Z2 = xb2 P. In addition, S check whether Z3 = yX. If both pass, the value of the query
Z1 , Z2 , Z3 , X, Y, Â, B̂ for H2 will be the return as SKsid . In other cases, a random value SKsid is returned to M.
(f) H2 Query: S returns the value of H2 (·) as follows:
I. S check if the same query was made for H2 before. If yes, the previous H2 (.) value is used as the value of
the query.


II. If the input is Z1 , Z2 , Z3 , X, Y, Â, B̂ , S check if Session Key Reveal(.) has done a query with sid b. If so,
s calculates Z1 =

Z1
( y(X·A1 )·a1 B1 )

= xb1 P, Z2 = and judges whether or not rZ1 Z2 = sX. If the above formula is
true, the return value of Session-Key Reveal(.) is used as the value of this H2 (·) query.
III. In other cases, S select a random value to return.
2s(λ)h2 (λ)
The probability of a trapdoor test error is at most
. If every trapdoor test is correct, then S perfectly
q


sP
simulates the M environment until M has done a Static-Key Reveal (B̂) query. S sets V, rV
to the public key of
1
B̂ with a probability of at least n (λ), where B̂ is an honest entity and M queries H1 (∗, b1 , b2 ) for it before doing
Static-Key Reveal(B̂). The probability of Ssuccess is the following:
Pr(S) ≥

P1 (λ) 2s(λ)h2 (λ)
−
q
n(λ)

where P1 (λ) is the probability of occurrence of Case1. (1).
Case 2. M Randomly select two sessions sid and sid∗ , assumed to be owned by Â and B̂, respectively. Suppose
M chooses one for the test session and the other for the matching session. For sessions other than sid
x, e
y ∈ {0, 1}λ , and
and sid∗ , S is simulated normally. For these two sessions, S selects the short-term private key e
sets the short-lived public key to U (instead of H1 (e
x, a1 , a2 )P) and V (instead of H1 (e
y, b1 , b2 )P). Set the same
random key value SK for both sessions.
The attacker chooses one of sid and sid∗ as the test session with a probability of at least 2 2 , and the
s(λ)


other is the matching session. If M win a forgery attack, it must query H2 for ∗, ∗, ECDH (U, V ), X, Y, Â, B̂ ,
and S can solve the ECDH problem. What we need to consider is whether M can distinguish between real and
simulated environments. If it can distinguish, it must do a(e
x, a1 , a2 ) or (e
y, b1 , b2 ) query to H1 . Since sid is
a fresh session, M cannot simultaneously query the long-term and short-term private keys of Â (or B̂). If M
queries the short-term private key (or) via Ephemeral-Key Reveal(.), will not be able to query (or) for, because in
Case 1 we exclude this. Without the Ephemeral-Key Reveal(.) query, cannot get information about (or) because
(or) is only used in one session. The probability of success for S is the following:
Pr(S) ≥

2P2 (λ)
(s(λ)2 h2 (λ))

where P2 (λ) is the probability of occurrence of Case 2. (2).
sP
Case 3. S randomly selects two participants Â, B̂ and one session sid. S sets B1 = V and B2 = rV
as the
long-term public key of B̂, and the corresponding long-term private key that S does not know. S randomly

assigned for the long-term private key of the remaining n(λ) − 1 party. With at least

1 2
n(λ)

probability, M selects

Â and B̂, respectively, as the owner and counterpart of the session sid, at the same time, selecting sid as the
test session. When S has the long-term private key of the participant, which is activated by M, S can simulate
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normally, but the test session is an exception. For the test session, S selects e
x ∈R {0, 1}λ and sets the short-term
public key X to U, selecting the random value SK as the key value for the test session. The simulation for B̂ is
similar to Case 1.


The test session M must query H2 for a 7-tuple of Z1 ∗ , Z2 ∗ , Z3 ∗ , X, Y, Â, B̂ . While Z1 ∗ = (x + a1 )(Y∗ ·
B1 ) = (u + a1 )(Y∗ · V ), Z2 ∗ = (x + a2 )(Y∗ · B2 ) and X = U are the message sent by the test session and B is
the message from the attacker.


The test session M must query H2 for a 7-tuple of Z1 ∗ , Z2 ∗ , Z3 ∗ , X, Y, Â, B̂ . While Z1 ∗ =


sP
(x + a1 )(Y∗ · B1 ) = (u + a1 )(Y∗ · V ), Z2 ∗ = (x + a2 )(Y∗ · B2 )= (u + a2 ) Y∗ · rV
and X = U are the message
∗
∗
sent by the test session, Y∗ is the message
! from the attacker. Knowing s, r, M calculates Z1 = Z1 /a1 (Y · V ) =




Z2
sP
sP
u(Y∗ · V ), Z = (−1/(1 + r))
= vU = uV and Z2 = Z2 ∗ /a2 Y∗ · rV
= u Y∗ · rV
. Due to freshness
Z
·sU
( 1 )
requirements, M cannot do Static-Key Reveal (B̂) query and cannot query the long-term private key and the
short-term private key of Â at the same time. At this point, there is the only one way for M to distinguish
between the real environment and the simulated environment, that is doing (e
x, a1 , a2 ) query to H1 and then
verifying whether U = H1 (e
x, a1 , a2 )P.
The probability of this event is (k + h1 (λ))/2λ − 1 . In this case, the following is the probability of the
success of S
!
k + h1 (λ)
2s(λ)h2 (λ)
1
Pr(s) ≥
P3 (λ) 1 −
−
2
λ
q
2 −1
s(λ)n(λ) h2 (λ)

where P3 (λ) is the probability of the occurrence of Case 3. (3).
Comprehending the formula of (1)–(3), and let
Ξ1 =

P1 (λ) 2s(λ)h2 (λ)
−
q
n(λ)

Ξ2 =
Ξ3 =

P3 (λ)
s(λ)n(λ)2 h2 (λ)

2P2 (λ)
s(λ)2 h2 (λ)
1−

!
K + h1 (λ) 2s(λ)h2 (λ)
−
.
q
2λ − 1

Then, Pr(S) ≥ max{Ξ1 , Ξ2 , Ξ3 } is the success of S.
If PPT attacker M implements any of the above attacks with a non-negligible advantage, then we can
successfully solve the ECDH problem with a non-negligible advantage, which contradicts the ECDH assumption,
so the protocol is eCK-safe.
4.6. Combining Identity Management and Access Policy
The edge network terminals of IIoT will define its own access control policy and pass the access
control policy to the edge centers through the session key. The edge center stores the access policy (AP)
of the network nodes0 resource in the blockchain. After the AP is stored in the blockchain, the edge
centers can control access to the terminal resources according to the policy.
Generally, an access policy of a network terminal resource includes: A condition of an entity ID
that is authorized to access; a resource that is allowed to access. That is, in our scenario, the resource
owner decides which object is authorized to access, and the conditions that the object must have to grant
access. A blockchain network can be thought of as a distributed database managed by all edge center
nodes. This means that each access policy added to the blockchain cannot be subsequently removed.
So, the blockchain-based access control strategy has the characteristics of irreversible modification and
traceability. Stored on the blockchain is the access strategy of the manufacturing data, not the data
itself, thus greatly reducing the need to store data in the blockchain.
The edge center completely controls the identity management of network terminals. Each network
terminal can select the credentials they wish to share with their own attribute credentials. The terminal
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may choose to store these attributes on the blockchain, and use the identity information stored on the
blockchain to identify the correct network terminal. Using attribute-based credentials allows users to
display only the credentials they choose.
Data hash table is often used in existing access control schemes. However, Bloom filters have
the
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be done through policy update transaction (PUT). Because all transactions have timestamps, these
changes are obvious and traceable.
4.7. Performance Evaluation
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In this section,
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encryption
and
message
authentication
coding
are
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bits.
The
energy
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of
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receiving
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mJ/bit. So, the sending message and received message of a terminal are one pass and 367 bits. The
The
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and access control are published in the edge center.
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ofsmart
communication
1337.715management
mJ.
Because
of
the
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of
the
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Because of the strong capabilities of the edge center, the experiment used a 2.3 GHz Intel Core i7 (8
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Gyeonggi Province, Korea). Raspberry Pi 3 (raspberry pi foundation, Cambridge, UK) is utilized
as
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stable
throughput.
All
concurrent
clients
request
access
to
data
resources
from
the
edge
terminals of IIoT. We use the edge terminal to issue 50 requests per second to test whether the system
can achieve stable throughput. All concurrent clients request access to data resources from the edge
center node. The latency between the edge center and a terminal limits the overall performance of the
network.
The results show that the edge center with identity management and access control performs
best under up to 100 concurrent terminals, with 90 requests per second without timeout. The
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center node. The latency between the edge center and a terminal limits the overall performance of
the network.
The results show that the edge center with identity management and access control performs best
under up to 100 concurrent terminals, with 90 requests per second without timeout. The Fairaccess
solution pays more attention to privacy and integrity, while our solution focuses more on sensor
capacity and unit time to get more effective data. So, we use a lightweight encryption mechanism.
Compared with the ordinary edge center, the edge center with identity management and access control
can more efficiently acquire the effective data needed by the system and filter some unnecessary data,
which can improve the node capacity of the sensor network and process more valid data in unit time.
We believe that the performance of the edge center is acceptable because the node has various resources
and powerful computing, storage, and communication capabilities. Despite the limited capabilities of
the terminal, bottlenecks still occur in the case of an excessive number of nodes, but experiments have
shown that terminals with identity management and access control are more scalable than terminals
without these features.
5. Conclusions
The industrial Internet of things needs stronger security solutions. In this paper, a system model of
identity management and access control for IIoT under edge computing is firstly constructed, and the
roles of the entities and the corresponding scope of authority are clarified. Secondly, it describes
the establishment and operation of the identity management and access control in the edge network.
Also, a lightweight registration and certification agreement of intelligent terminals, lightweight key
exchange protocol, and access control mechanism are integrated to provide security guarantees such
as authentication, auditability, and confidentiality for IIoT.
Future research will evaluate various attribute-based access control mechanisms and optimize
their performance to our system. Based on blockchain, a key agreement protocol will be designed and
integrated into the proposed system.
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